Appendix-3

CURIOSITY BOX: CONTENTS

1. Shell, black coloured, approx. 2 cm.
2. White shell, of a complex design, approx. 2 cmm.
3. Transistor valve, blue coloured, metallic, small approx. 1.5 cm. used in transistor
4. Transistor valve, shining silver coloured, rectangular in shape, approx. 1.5 cm.
5. Button, golden with a ship embossed on it
6. Cuff-link, black and silver coloured
7. Umbrella ring, brass, used in threading umbrella spokes
8. Toothed wheel, used in mechanical toys, approx. 1.5 cmm. in diameter
9. Silver coin, ten cent used in America with the picture of one of its Presidents
10. Copper coin, one naya paisa
11. Copper coin with a hole in it, ring like, introduced during British period in World War II
12. Condenser, cased in a glass tube, 3 cm. long
13. Electronic chip, used in electronic calculators and equipments, made of black plastic base with projecting needle like wires
14. Cross, plane plastic piece, pink coloured 3 cmm.
15. Square, plane plastic piece, red in colour, 3 cmm.
16. Building block, yellow in colour, round with a knob used in plastic building mechano sets
17. Lens, concave, without frame
18. Fuse, metallic valve used in pressure cooker
19. Motor cycle chain, a 3 cmm. piece made of iron
20. Two film transparencies, 35 mm. coloured, in an envelope
21. Scooter horn, metallic piece with press button, not in working order
22. Stamp, large, from USSR, showing Olympic "misha"
23. Stamp, medium size, showing an Indian dancer performing Bharat Natyam
24. Stamp small in size from Iran showing red, white and green coloured state flag
25. Parrot, small plastic green coloured, 1 cmm.
26. Hypopotamus, small plastic blue coloured, 1 cmm.
27. Sea horse, orange coloured, 1 cmm.
28. Dog, red coloured, 1 cmm.
29. Spring, small with elasticity
30. Pearl, small, shining